CLE271 COORDINATOR’S COMMENTS:
Hello All
Our 271st Coordinated Listening Event was different – a return to a ‘Bearings’ CLE in which we each nominated a
compass bearing from our own listening point and logged NDBs in the countries that were cut by that bearing line – up
to 10 NDBs from each country. We were listening in the whole 190 – 1740 kHz frequency range.
Our previous two Bearings CLEs were way back in June 2007 and at Christmas 2017/18. Conditions this time were NOT
good nearly everywhere, but 29 of us made logs with averages of over 11 countries for Europe listeners and over 6.5 for
the Rest of the World. That meant an average of about 72 loggings for Europe listeners and about 33 for the Rest where
both the geography and conditions were mostly less favourable. Again, comments in the reporters’ logs showed that
deciding which bearing to use had added extra interest. Most seemed happy with the choices they had made.
Among Europe’s 25 most DX loggings, 18 of them were Canadian NDBs with one logging of Saudi Arabia among the
furthest. There were also five from Iran. For Rest of the World, Vernon (CAN, NS) and Mike (HWA) “swept the board”,
between them making all 25 of the most DX loggings!
Dave in Galena, Illinois, fitted in the most countries with a total of 12.
Dave’s bearings map, when using the suggested ‘easy’ program NS6T's Azimuthal Map, is an excellent example,
especially now that Joachim has added the red line to highlight the chosen bearing of 120 degrees:

Unfortunately that program was harder to use for Europe listeners because some of their countries or country
boundaries are missing or hard to identify.
Other programs giving Great Circle views were used, including Google Earth which is excellent (but I find it hard to use
without previous practice!).

Joachim has made the following table for us from the Harvester Program’s CLE records. It shows who participated in
each of the three Bearing CLEs, CLE92 in June 2007, CLE227 at Christmas 2017/18 and this one.

We apologise for the rather late results - and these even later C’s Comments this time. A Bearings CLE does give Joachim
and me several extra things to do and we have both had some other unavoidable commitments in the last week or so.
The value of the combined results from a CLE (and, if of any value, the C’s Comments) becomes less the longer they are
delayed. But well done! - you at least are reading to the end of this.

Coming CLEs: (The usual ‘last full weekend of the month’ dates - provisional at present)
CLE272
CLE273
CLE274

Fri. Sep 24th - Mon. Sep 27th ‘’Normal”
Fri. Oct 22nd - Mon. Oct 25th
Fri. Nov 26th - Mon. Nov 29th

Good listening
73
Brian and Joachim

